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Viceroy, and Great Britain, swallowing her suspicion
of political design, had ceased to protest. But each
Power kept a jealous watch over the progress of the
work, awaiting a turn of events which would justify
their interference. Egypt herself supplied the excuse.
Ismail Pasha, objecting in the name of his people to
their further employment as forced labourers, cancelled
the privilege granted by his predecessor to de Lesseps.
Great Britain, in the cause of humanity, applauded
the decision.
Upon de Lesseps the blow fell heavily. All his
financial calculations had been based upon a regular
and adequate supply of free Egyptian labour, and its
withdrawal put a stop temporarily to further opera-
tions. Without suggesting that either Great Britain
or Egypt was guilty of bad faith in objecting to
de Lesseps' use of forced fellahin labour, it must be
confessed that both had an ulterior motive in view.
Ismail Pasha was laudably interested in the develop-
ment of Egyptian agriculture, and very properly
declared that Egyptian labour would be employed
more remuneratively on the land than in constructing
a maritime canal commercially useless to his country.
Great Britain, also, pressed by the spinning industry,
ardently sought for those increased supplies of cotton
which in more favourable circumstances Egypt would
produce. In vain de Lesseps declared that no protest
had been raised to the recent construction of the
Alexandria and Cairo railroad by forced labour : in
vain he urged that the promise made by Said Pasha
should not be lightly broken. His complaint was
unheeded, and Egyptian labour was withdrawn.
It is true that Egypt paid later a heavy fine for her
default to supply fellahin labour ; but large as that
sum was, it did not compensate de Lesseps for the
unexpected loss which he sustained- Nor was this
the only buffet which Fate dealt him. Some months

